
Chapter 4 

PALLADIUM-ADDITIVES 

4.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Surface additives (potassium, sodium, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur and chlorine) 

are present on many catalysts and greatly influence product distributions in many 

reactions, including CO hydrogenation, ammonia synthesis, steam reforming, hy- 

drogenolysis and D= exchange [1,2,3]. However, the nature of the promoting or 

poisoning effect is not well understood. The two major types of interactions the 

additives exhibit are either structural or electronic (ligand, chemical). For exam- 

ple, alumina prevents sintering of iron in the ammonia synthesis reaction and is 

considered a structural interaction, and potassium in the CO hydrogenation reac- 

tion increases the specific activity of each site. This thesis shows that additives 

can both chemically and structurally modify the bonding of small molecules (H2, 

CO and C2H2) to palladium single crystals. 

More specifically, the questions this chapter addresses are: 

1. How do surface additives interact with palladium single crystals? 

2. How do surface additives modify adsorbate bonding? 

3. How do surface additives modify palladium's catalytic activity? 
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These questions are answered by using a wide variety of surface analytical tools 

to probe the surface. One of these techniques is CO Temperature Prc, grammed 

Desorption (TPD).which is a chemical probe sensi~.ive to different binding sites 

• and changes in surface electron density. Previous research has shown that different 

types of surface sites exhibit different chemistry and that differences in heats of 

adsorption of surface sites are related to their ability for bond breaking or form- 

ing required in catalysis. Using this technique in conjunction with LEED, Work 

Function meast:rements, TPD of other molecules (H~ and C~H2), Electron Energy 

Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) and reaction studies, the interaction of the additives 

with the surface can be understood on an atomic level. 

4 . 2  R e s u l t s  

4.2.1 P d ( l l l )  - Na,Si ,P ,S ,C1-  CO 

CO TPD from clean Pd( l l l )  single crystals showed a single peak maximum at 

483K for low CO exposures (1 x 10 -9 tort, 50 sec). At higher coverages (1 x 

10 -s torr, 50 sec) the maximum shifted to 470K with a shoulder at 410K and at 

saturation coverages (2 x 10 -s ton:, 50 sec) the peak had broadened to extend from 

270K to 520K with maximum at 330K and 460K (Figure 4.1). Addition of Na, 

Si, P, S and C1 changed the desorption temperatures markedly. (Unless otherwise 

noted CO exposures were at I × 10 -8 torr, 50 seconds.) 

Addition of Na increased ~he desorption temperature of CO from 480K on the 

clean surface to 590K on the surface with ~Jv~ = .35 as shown in Figure 4.2. There 

was no change in the peak shape, but there was a 20% decrease in the peak area. 

CO TPD for silane- and silicon-covered surfaces was different than for the 

sodium coveredsurface. Silane decomposed on palladinm at 550K, at which point 

hydrogen from the silkne desorbed. The silicon AES peak decreased in intensity 

and no gas-ph~e silicon fragments were seen in the mass spectrometer, suggesting 
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Figure 4.1: CO TPD from clean Pd( l l l )  for low, medium and high CO exposures. 
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Figure 4.2: CO TPD from sodium-covered Pd( l l l )  for low CO exposures. 
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that silicon diffused into the bulk. The CO desorption tempera'~ure increased 

a silane dosed surface was heated repeatedly to 700K. Initially, CO desorbed in a. 

broad peak ranging from 250K to 510K, with maximum at 270K and 390K. Sub- 

sequent CO TPD yielded a skewed peak centered at 390K. The third mud all other 

CO TPD that followed for es i  = .25 yielded a larger and sharper peak centered 

at 435K. Sequential silane doses followed by heating s.hifted the CO desorption 

pea/¢ gradually from 480K (Os~ = 0) to 420K (Os;= .36) (Figure 4.3). With these 

temperature flashes to 700K, Osl = .36 was the maximum obtainable coverage on 

the palladium surface. 

The addition of phosphorus decreased the desorptioa temperature of CO rel- 

ative to the Pd ( l l l  1 surface. As coverages were incremented up to Op = .3 the 

desorption maximum continuously shifted from 480K (Op = 01 to 465K (Op = .3) 

(Figure 4.41. At a coverage of e p  = .35 - .40 a new peak at 400K appeared, 

which increased in intensity with increasing phosphorus coverage. At a phospho- 

rus coverage of Op = .5 the high temperature peak disappeared and only the low 

temperature peak remained, while it also shifted to 370K. 

Increasing sulfur coverage decreased the desorption temperature of CO, de- 

creased the peak area, and changed the peak shape as shown in Figure 4.5. At a 

coverage of Os = .34 the CO desorp~ion shifted from 480K (Os = 01 to 440K with 

a 23% decrease in the peak area. At higher coverages .34 < (gs < .47 a low tem- 

perature shoulder grew in and the peak maximum shifted to 380K (Os = .43). The 

maximum obtainable sulfur coverage ((gs = .471 yielded a broad skewed peak,with 

a desorption maximum at 370K, extending from 300K to 430K. 

Addition of chlorine, as in the case of sulfur, decreased the desorption tem- 

perature of CO from P d ( l l l )  (Figure 4.61. At low coverages 0 < 6)o'l < .20 the 

maximum was shifted from 480K to 445K, and a low temperature shoulder became 

evident. At coverages between 6)ct = .22 and 6)ct = .39 this shoulder developed 
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Figure 4.3: CO TPD from a silicon-covered P d ( l l l )  surface for low CO exposures. 
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Figure 4.4: CO TPD from a phosphorus-covered P d ( l l l )  surface for low CO 
exposures. 
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into a broad peal~ centered at 340K extending over a range of 150K. 

4.2.2 P d ( l l l )  - S i ,P~S,C1-  H2 

Hydrogen desorbs from clean P d ( l l l ) ,  with a maximum rate at 310K in a single 

peak extending over a 100K range. The addition of the surface additives did not 

appreciably change the peak maximum or shape, but  only decreased the amount 

of hydrogen that adsorbed on the surface. Figure 4.7 shows the relative change 

in desorbing hydrogen as a function of additive coverage. Chlorine showed the 

largest decrease in hydrogen ehemisorption followed by sulfur~ phosphorus and 

then silicon. 

4.2.3 P d ( 1 0 0 )  - K,Si ,I: ' ,S ,C1- C O  

CO TPD traces from clean Pd(100) surfaces show a single peak maximum at 470K 

at low coverages (1 × 10 -9 torr, 50 sec) (Figure 4.8). Increasing CO exposures 

(1 x 10 -s tort, 50 sec) shifted the maximum to 420K with a low ternperature 

shoulder at 390K. At saturation coverages (2 x 10 -s torr, 50 sec) the peal= had a 

m,-ux]mum at 420K with a well defined shoulder at 360K. 

Potassium increased the CO desorption temperature maximum. At low potas- 

sium coverages (6),v = 0 ---* .2) the CO maximum shifts from 470K to 560 with 

broadening (Figure 4.9). At higher coverages (®h" > .35) a sharp CO peak evolves 

at 620K. As the potassium concentration is increased this peak becomes larger 

relative to the 560K peak. 

On the silicon covered surface the CO desorption mmximum shifted to "lower 

temperatures relative to clean Pd. Trace quantities of silicon (@sl = .05) shifted 

tile maximum by 80 ° to 390K for low CO exposures. Medium CO exposures 

showed a maximum at 360K (Figure 4.10). Further additions of silicon (.1 < 

G s  < .35) gradually shifted the maximum down to 320K (6)sl = .35) for low CO 
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exposures (1 x 10 -9 tort, 50 sec) and 260K at high (2 x 10 -s torr, 50 sec) exposures. 

No major changes in either the peak area or shape were observed. 

Addition of phosphorus to the Pd(100) surface decreased CO desorption tem- 

peratures with peak broadening (Figure 4.11). At low coverages (Or = .1) the CO 

maximum were at 420I(, 400I( and 390K (340K shoulder) for low (1 x 10 -9 torr, 

50 sec), medium (1 x 10 -s torr, 30 sec) and high (2 × 10 -s torr, 80 sec) exposures 

of CO respec~.ively. At higher coverages (Op = .25), ~.he maximum was shifted to 

370K for low CO exposures. 

Sulfur lowered ~he CO desorption maximum, changed the peak shape and 

also decreased the amount of adsorbed CO (Figure 4.12). At low coverages , 

0 < Os < .1 the CO maximum were shifted to 420K, 390K and 380K for low, 

medium and high CO exposures. At sulfur coverages between .1 < Os < .25 a 

low temperature shoulder developed which evolved into the major peak centered 

at 330K, 310K and 310K for low (1 x 10 -9 torr, 50 sec)~ medium (1 x 10 -8 torr, 

50 sec) and high high) CO exposures. For e s  > .25 this new peak continued to 

shift to lower desorption temperatures reaching 240K at the maximum obtainable 

sulfur coverage of Gs = .6. 

Increasing chlorine concentration on the Pd(100) surface decreased the des- 

orption temperatures of CO without changing peal< shape up to Get = .25 (Fig- 

ure 4.13). At Oct - .21 the CO maximum at low CO exposures was shifted from 

470K (®ca = 0) to 310K ((Bcl = .21). For higher CO exposures the maximum was 

shifted to 300K and 200K (1 x 10 -8 torr, 50 sec and 2 x 10 -8 tort, 50 sec doses 

respectively). At high chlorine coverages (®cz = .32) all CO exposures yield the 

same double peak (195K and '2_85I() CO desorption trace. 
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Figure 4.14: Relative amount of hydrogen desorbing from the additive-covered 
Pd(100) surface. Silicon increases the sticking coefficient of hydrogen whereas the 
other additives decrease the sticking coefficient on this palladium surface. 

4.2.4 Pd(100)  - S i ,P ,S ,Cl -  H2 

Figure 4.14 shows the relative amount of hydrogen desorbing from the additive 

covered Pd(100) surface. The desorption m~cdmum at 310K of hydrogen from 

clean Pd(100) is independent of additive coverage. The addition of phosphorus, 

sulfur and chlorine decreased the amount of chemlso.rbed hydrogen (decreasing 

peak area), whereas silicon increased (•si -- .4) the amount of hydrogen by 60%. 
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4 . 2 . 5  P d ( 1 1 0 )  - N a , S i , P , S , C 1  - C O  

The Pd(110) surface dosed with CO showed a single CO desorption maximum at 

440K and 430K for low (1 x 10 -9 torr, 50 sec) and medium (1 x 10 -s tort, 50 sec) 

coverages. At high CO e.x-posures there was a maximum at 430K with a shoulder 

at 350K and also a new peak at 270K (Figure 4.15). Surface additives were found 

to modify CO bonding to the surface as outlined below. 

Addition of sodium on the (1 I0) surface decreased the desorption temperature 

of CO, in contrast to the P d ( l l l )  and Pd(100) surfaces (Figure 416). At low 

coverages (ON~ < .2) the maximum was shifted from 430K to about 400K with 

a slight (10%) decrease in peak area. At higher coverages (®N= > .2) a new low 

temperature desorptlon peak at 350K appears (original peak shifted to 385K) 1. 

Similar results were observed for potassium on this surface. 

Silicon oa Pd( l l0 )  shifted the CO desorption maximum to lower temperatures 

(Figure 4.17) without changing the peak shape. At low CO exposures (1 × 1(} - 9  

tort, 50 sec) CO desorbs at 350K and for medium expnsures the maximum is at 

320K for a silicon coverage of es i  -- .44. For these high silicon coverages, high 

CO exposures yielded a broad (200 °) peak centered at 310K and skewed toward 

higher temperatures. At intermediate silicon coverages (®sl - .2{}- .30) the CO 

maximum is at 370K with a shoulder at 285K, one-fifth as intense. 

Phosphorus on the Pd(ll{}) surface had little effect on CO chemisorption at 

any phosphorus coverage (Figure 4.18). At low (20 exposures the CO maximum 

shifted from 430K to 410K. For medium exposures there were negligible changes 

in peak area and the desorption maximum shifted from 410K (Op = 0) to 400K 

(Op = .53). Af, high CO exposures the low temperature CO peak at 270K was 

shifted to higher temperature, yieldkng a broad 210 ° peak with maximum at 310K 

and 420K. Doubling this CO exposure (2 x 10 -s tort, 100 see.) populated the low 

1Electron beam-induced sodium desorption makes coverage determinaLion difficult. 
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temperature side of the broad peak with a new peak at 260K. 

Low sulfur coverages (6)s = 0 ---* .39 ) on the Pd(ll0) surface shift the CO 

desorption maximum 50K lower in temperature relative to the clean surface (Fig- 

ure 4.19). At higher sulfur coverages a new low temperature CO desorption peak 

at 340K appears which increases in intensity relative to the high temperature 

(420K peak). Increasing sulfur coverages shift the peak ~.o 270K (@s = .5). 

The presence of chlorine adsorbed on Pd(l l0)  changed the shape and temper- 

ature of CO TPD traces (Figure 4.20). For low CO exposures (1 × 10 -9 tort, 50 

sec) the peak maximum shifted from 430K to 320K with a peak twice as wide 

(Oct = 0 ---* .32). At coverages above 6)ct = .32 this broad peak separated into 

two equivalent peaks centered at 270K and 330K. For medium CO exposures the 

maximum at 430K is shifted to 330K and becomes a shoulder on a peak approxi- 

mately 1.5 times larger centered at 260K. Increasing CO exposures populated the 

low temperature 260K desorption peak. 

4.2.6 P d ( l l 0 )  - Si~P,S,C1- H2 

The TPD of hydrogen on additive covered Pd(110) showed no temperature shifts, 

• only peak area changes. Figure 4.21 shows the relative amount of hydrogen desorb- 

ing as a function of additive coverage. Silicon has the largest hydrogen chemisorp- 

t]on blocking effect, followed by chlorine, sulfur and phosphorus. It is interesting to 

note that silicon did not lie above phosphorus as would be expected from relative 

positions in the periodic table of the elements. 

4.2.7 P d ( 1 0 0 )  - K , S i , P , S , C 1 -  Work  F u n c t i o n  

To observe how the surface electronegativity changes with the addition of dli~erent 

adatoms to the surface, work function measurements were performed on Pd(100) 

(Figure 4.22). The decrease in work function is greatest for potassium, indicating 
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that it donates the most electron density to the surface per unit coverage, followed 

by silicon mid then phosphorus. Conversely, sulfur increased the work function, 

implying that it withdraws electron density from the surface. 

For silicon, heating ~he sample to 770K increased the work function by .75 

eV (closer to clean Pd(100)), while only slightly decreasing the Pd-Si AES ratio 

(Figure 4.23). Since no silicon-containing fragments were distinguishable in the 

mass spectrum, the silicon diffused into the near-surface region of the crystal. This 

change in work function after sample flashing or annealing was not found for any 

other surface additive on Pd(100). 

4.2.8 LEED 

A study of surface ordering was undertaken in this research. Some of the additives 

were found to order on the palladium single crystal surfaces studied. A complete 

li~.eratttre survey o£ K, Na, Si, P, S and C1 ordering on the Pd( l l l ) ,  (100) and 

(110) surfaces is presented in Table 4.1. 

Phosphorus orders on both the (111) and (110) surfaces. On the (111) surface 

a (x/7 × v~7)/~17 ° structure forms at low coverages. The spots sharpen at higher 

coverages (6)t, > .3) (Figure 4.24). Ordered LEED patterns were also observed for 

the sillcon-covered (100) and (110) surfaces (Figure 4.2.5). The streal<ing of the 

diffraction spots in one direction for silicon on the (110) surface indicate preferen- 

tial ordering in one direction. 

4 . 2 . 9  P d ( l l l )  - S -  C O  ( E E L S )  

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) was used to study CO adsorbed on 

clean and sulfur modified Pd( l l l )  surface. The EELS spectrum (Figure 4.26) of 

CO on the clean Pd(l l ' l )  surface shows two peaks at 1835 and 325 cm -L which 

can be assigned to the vco ,'rod updc stretching modes. These frequencies indicate 
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a bridged-site position for the molecule. When sulfur (Os = .17) is present on the 

surface, a new loss peak appears around 740 cm -1, whereas the voo frequency shifts 

down to 1755 cm -1. A~ higher sulfur coverages this effect is more pronounced and 

a new low frequency peak can Mso be seen at 275 cm -1. This latter peak can be 

assigned to a metal-sulfur stretching mode, similar to what is seen in sulfur-metal 

complexes [11]. 

The 740 cm -I peak can be explained by a tilted CO molecule which would allow 

the 6MOO mo~ion to be EELS active. Some parent metal-carbonyl complexes show 

such vibrations around 700 cm -I in the infrared spectra: 637 and 644 cm -I for 

Ni2(=-CsHs)~(;z2-CO)2 [12], 700 cm-'  for I%u6C(/~2-C0)(CO),6 [12] and 600 and 

670 cm-* for Fe2(Iz2-CO)3(CO)8 [13]. The formation of a SCO molecule can be 

ruled out by comparison to the frequencies of 859, 520 and 2062 cm -1 for the z, os, 

6ocs and uco respectively [11]. 

4 . 2 . 1 0  P d  - K , S i ,  P , S , C 1 -  C2H2 

The conversion of acetylene to benzene over palladium single crystals ((111), (100) 

and (110)) modified with submonolayer quantities of silicon, phosphorus, sulfur, 

• chlorine and potassium has been studied under both ultra-high vacuum and at- 

mospheric pressure conditions [14]. The reaction is s~ructure-sensitive in both 

pressure regimes, and also proceeds on palladium films and palladium supported 

on alumina. In UHV the (111) face is the most active, followed by the (110) and 

(100) surfaces which are 1/8 and 1/20 as active respectively (Figure 4.27) [15]. At 

high pressures, the (111) and (100) surfaces have equal catalytic activity w.hereas 

the (110) face is one-fourth as active. If the percentage of open or active sites is 

taken into account the reaction exhibits the same structure sensitivity ordering as 

in UHV. 2 

2Percentage of open sites wa~ determined by CO titrations. CO binds only to bare palladium 
and not to carbon overlayers 
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At atmospheric pressures electron-donating additives enhanced the rate of ben- 

zene formation aud electron-accepting additives reduced the rate [14]. It should be 

noted that on the (111) and (100) surfaces potassium increased benzene formation, 

whereas on the (110) surface potassium decreased benzene formation (Figure 4.28). 

I~ was found that potassium and silicon on the (100) surface reduced the amount 

of surface carbon that accumulated during the reaction and ~hereby increased the 

rate of benzene formation relative to the undoped surface (Figure 4.29). The trends 

at low pressures are presented in Figure 4.30). In general, potassium suppressed, 

silicon and phosphorus enhanced, and sulfur and chlorine left unchanged the ben- 

zene yield. In the presence of sulfur and chlorine the decomposition of  acetrylene 

and formation of ethylene were greatly suppressed in UHV. S ~ - d o p e d  P d ( l l l )  

was a very selective catalyst for benzene formation from acetylene. 

4 . 3  D i s c u s s i o n  

A large amount oi~ data has been presented which studied the ei~ect of surface 

additives on small molecule bonding. From these results it can be seen that the 

additives 6xtn'bit varying and interesting structure-sensitive behavior. In ~his sec- 

tion the implications of these results to the fundamental understanding of the 

interaction of surface additives and their effect on surface bonding and catalytic 

activity are discussed. 

4.3.1 P a l l a d i u m  - A d d i t i v e  B o n d i n g  

The strength of the palladium- additive surface bonds varied significantly. Sodium, 

chlorine and potassium formed much weaker Bonds (as evidenced By TPD and 

AES after heating) than silicon, phosphorus~and silicon. For the former additives 

the activation energy of desorption was lower than for silicon which had a lower 

activation energy for bulk dissolution. Sulfur and phosphorus were thermodynam- 
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ieally stable on the surface. This trend in the palladium additive bond strength 

correlates well to palladium complexes and bulk compounds. For example, PdC12 

dissociates almost 400K lower than than PdS [16,17]. Also, palladium silicides are 

a well known class of bulk compounds. 

The LEED work on these additives suggest that they are bound to the metal 

in high coordination sites: 3- or 4-fold hollow (each additive is bound to three of 

four palladium, atoms). Surface compounds= due to their unique environment and 

different thermodynamic driving forces (minimizing surface free energy): have no 

direct analogies in bulk phase diagrams and have different coordination confi&~ra- 

tions than complexes. This makes it difficult to draw structural or stereoehemieal 

correlations. Studies have found potassium to be uniformly dispersed on metal 

surfaces [18.19] (except at multilayer coverages), whereas sulfur and chlorine form 

ordered islands at low coverages [20]. 

On the Pd(100) surface additives linearly change the work function. Potas- 

sium, silicon and phosphorus decreased the work function, indicating donation 

of electron densi~.y to the surface, whereas sulfur and chlorine (not pictured) in- 

creased the work function, implying withdrawal of electron density. These trends 

correspond to changes in work function for the C1/Pd and K/Fe systems [0,10,21]. 

The work function changes observed correlate to the differences in Pauling elec- 

tronegati~-hies between the additives and palladium. Potassium (0.82) and silicon 

(1.B) are more eleetroposidve than palladium (2.2) and donate electron density 

to the metal, decreasing the work function. Sulfur (2.6) and chlorine (3.2) are 

more electronegative, thus withdrawing electron density, Lhereby increasing the 

work function. Phosphorus (2.1g) is essentially eleetroneutral with respect to pal- 

ladium, but measurements indicate that it decreases the work fLinction slighdy. 

These changes clearly indicate that there is an electronic interaction between the 

additives and palladium. 
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4.3.2 CO Bonding  on Clean P a l l a d i u m  

In recent years, many studies have investigated the adsorption of CO on clean 

pallad/um single crystals and foils using many techniques inducting LEED, EELS 

and IRRAS (infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy) [22,23,24,25,26,27]. The 

molecular simplicity and strong dipole has made this molecule an excellent surface 

sensitive probe. It is generally accepted that CO on most palladium surfaces 

occupies a bridge bonding site, that is, the carbon is bound to two palladium 

atoms. This is suggested by looking at the CO stretching frequency with either 

IR or EELS. The correlation between frequency and binding sites are classified 

as: > 2000 cm -I - top site, 1700- 2000 cm -~ - bridged and < 1700 cm -~ three or 

four fold hollow. On the dean P d ( l l l )  surf.ace a CO stre~'~zing frequency a~ 1835 

cm -L was ~ouncI which is similar to the value of 1823 cm -1 reported by Bradshaw 

and Hoffman [28,29]. CO shows reversible molecular adsorption on all palladium 

surfaces. After TPD no evidence of carbon buildup was seen. Also, at high CO 

pressures (in the CO ÷ H2 reaction, 1:2, 300 psi total pressure, (see Chapter 3) 

there was no carbon overlayer buildup. CO has been reported to order on all three 

low Miller index planes used in this research. On the (111) surface a ( v~x v~3)R30 ° 

forms, on the ~(i00) face a (4 x 2)R45 ° forms and on the (110) face a c(2 x 2) 

at low coverages and a (4 x 2) at high coverages forms. High concentrations of 

CO on the surface have also been reported to change the bonding as evidenced by 

IR and heats of adsorption. This work and work by others found a 10 kcal/mol 

shift in heat.s of desorption between law and high CO surface coverages. Also 

the CO stretching frequency shifts from ,,~ 1800 cm -t to 1950 cm -I . Palazov 

et al. have studied palladium'on silica and proposed tha~ at high CO coverages 

a linear top site CO binding site evolves (30]. Theoretical calculations by Batra 

and Bagus have suggested that higher CO concentrar.ions on the surface lead to 

direct intermolecular repulsion and reduction of backbonding via competition from 
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neighbors [31]. 

Differences in CO bonding sites and the effect of surface additives can be better 

understood by seeing how CO bonds to metals. Figure 4.31 shows a molemflar 

orbital diagram of CO and a metal atom. According to the Byholder model, CO 

binds to the metal 4d orbital through i~s 5a molecular orbital to form a sigma" 

bond [32,33]. The CO 27r" antibonding orbitals also bond to metal 4d orbitals to 

form what is commonly referred to as the back-bonding or pi bond. The strength 

o£ the M-CO bond is determined by electron density in these bonds. 

4.3.3 T h e  Effect  of  Add~_tives on  CO B o n d i n g  

The extensive amounts of literature on the C0/Pd  system shows that metal-CO 

bonding is well understood. Using this knowledge base we ca.u use CO as a probe 

to better understand the effect of surface modifiers. Table 4.2 summarizes the 

changes in CO bonding induced by surface additives on the palladium (111), (110) 

and (t00) faces. 

The two generally accepted forms of additive interactions on surfaces are either 

electronic or structural. In the structural or site blocking interaction the additive 

physically hinders the adsorption of other molecules, whereas with an electronic 

interaction the charge density on the surface is altered to a~ect chemical bonding 

of molecules to the surface. Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 summarize the experimental 

and theoretical work by other groups which have studied the influence of additives. 

From these tables it can be seen that most groups have proposed that the additives 

either stericaily or electronically chauge the chemisorption properties of the metal. 

However as will be discussed, it is necessary to invoke both types of interactions 

to completely explain the effect of surface additives on bonding and catalytic 

reactions. Surface additives form strong bonds with palladium as shown earlier. 

These additives block sites ~ evidenced by the decrease in CO chemisorption as 
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A . d d i t .  

Clean 

K, Na 

Si 

P 

S 

CI 

( n l )  

480K maximum~ sharp 
150K (sh) reed. cover. 

320K, high coverages 

Increase temp., shift. 
not much change in 
broadness 

Gradual shift 

20K shift followed by 
new peak at ep--.35 

Shift 50K, new peak 
at 6)s=.43 

Low cover, new peaks 

(10o) 

470K m a x .  

420K (390K sh) (meG) 

420K,360K high coy. 

Increase Temp. 
new peak at higher (gA- 

(11o) 

450K Maximum 
Broad peak 430K at 
med. cover. 
430K, 370K & 270K 
at high cover. 

Decrease Temp., ne%v 
sites, broadening 

Gradual shift, 
no broadening 

Gradual shift, 
no broadening 

Shift of 80K at (9p--.26 
broadening poss. 
indicative of two peaks 

New peaks 

Shifts - higher addit. 
cover, have larger shift 

Gradual shift 
50K atop=.5  

Gradual shift 6)s=.4 
then new peak 

Gradual shift 
then new peak 

Table 4.2: Summary of the CO TPD shifts on the additive-covered palladium faces 
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Substra te  Addi t ive  Conclusions Reference 
, , , , ,  

Ni(ZO0) 

Ni(lO0) 

Ru(OOl) 

Pd(l l0)  

Ni, Pt, Pd (110) 

Pd, Pt (111) 

Pd(II0) 

Pd Foil 

Pd(111),(110),(100) 

S 

C1, S, P 

Na 

Na 

C1 

CI 

S 

P 

K,Na,SI, 
P,S, C1 

steric, local interactions 

electronegativity 

molec, reorienta~ion 
of CO 

LEED, surf. reconstruc. 

LEED, TPD, zk¢ 

LEED, TPD, A¢ 

LEED 
Equilibrium Configuration 

Pd-P compound 

Convolution of Electronic 
and Steric interac. 

al d [34] 

Kiskinova [35] 

Netzer [26] 

Barnes e~ aL [6] 

Erley [101 

 ,rley [9] 

Peralta [8] 
 ladey [3S] 

Sundram [37] 

This study 

Table 4.3: Summary of some previous experimental studies of the interaction of 
additives on selected transition metals 

a function of additive coverage. They change the bonding of CO to the surface 

a~ shown by changes in desorption temperature, formation of new CO desorption 

peaks and ch,'mges in stretching frequencies (determined by EELS). Since bonding 

involves sharing of electrons, the additives can also modify the dist.ribution of 

surface electrons av~lable for bonding with CO or any other adsorbate, in some 

or all of the possible binding sites. 

The additives change the surface electron concentration (seen by zk~) by with- 

drawing or donating electron density. On the (111) ~-md (100) surfaces increasing 

the surface coverage of electronegative additives (Si, P, S, C1) decrease the desorp- 
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Sub~tra te  Ad(i'i'tive Conclus ions  Reference  

Trans. Metals 

Trans. Metals 

Trans. Metals 

Fe(100) 

Ni(OOZ) 

m (O01) 

alkali,P,S,Cl,O 

electronegative & 
electroposifive 

electrostatic interactions 

electrostatic interactions 
discuss structure sensitivity 

a] "kali 

S,C,O 

S 

P,S,C1,Li 

electronic charge transfer 

direct interaction between 
CO and additive 

electronic and geometric 

electronic 

134 

[38] 

Norskov [39] 

Albano [40] 

Benziger [41] 

Pendry [42] 

Feibelman [43] 

Table 4.4: Summary of some previous theoretical studies of the interaction of 
additives on selected transition metals 

tion temperature of CO whereas electropositive additives (K, Na) increase the CO 

desorption temperature. Figure 4.32 shows the activation energies of desorption 

(calculated from the desorption temperature using the Redhead method [44]) of 

CO front additive covered Pd(111) and (110). Generally, the more eleetronegatlve 

an additive the larger is the decrease in ~.he desorption temperature at a given 

coverage.. From th,-" Blyholder [32,33] CO bonding model discussed earlier, it can 

be seen that an electronegative adatom would withdraw electron density ~rom the 

metal, thereby decreasing the 4d - 27r" orbital density and weaken the metal - 

CO bond. Therefore, a lower desorption temperature corresponds to a weaker 

~.[-CO bond and a higher desorption temperature corresponds to a stronger M- 

CO bond. The rate of acetylene cyclotrimerization at high pressures also follows 

the general trend that more electronegative additives enhance the benzene yield. 

Thesc promoting additives limit the decomposition or rate of polyacetyiene for- 

marion (which block active sites) on the catalyst surface. Previous studies have 
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found that electron withdrawing additives enhance the polymerization process by 

acidifying the metal surface [45]. 

There are many changes in bonding and catalytic activity of the additive- 

covered palladium surfaces which cannot be explained by a simple electron density 

arguement. Some examples are the increase on the CO desorption temperature and 

decrease in the acetylene cyclotrimerizatioa rate on the potassium- and sodium- 

covered (110) surface in contrast to the other surfaces, the presence of new CO 

binding sites which grow in with increasing additive coverage (P on Pd( l l l ) )  and 

the differences in CO bonding for the same additive on different crystal faces. 

Therefore, another form of additive interaction that needs to be considered is 

structural. Changes in surface structure or ensemble size (number of palladium 

atoms clustered together without additive) induces the largest shifts. The most 

striking example is with sodium- or potassium-doped surfaces. On the (110) sur- 

face, which undergoes restructuring [6], the CO desorption maximum shifts to 

lower temperatures, whereas on the (111) and (100) surface the desorption maxi- 

nmm shifts to higher temperatures. By charge transfer arguments, the desorption 

temperature should shift to higher temperatures on all three surfaces. Change in 

work function measurements show that on the (110) surface potassium does not 

donate as much electron density as on the (100) surface. (Figure 4.33). A reason 

for this difference might be that the more open surfaces have Fermi levels [46] closer 

to the potassium fermi level and that charge transfer is minimized [40]. Netzer 

e~ aL found for low sodium coverages and saturation CO coverages on Ru(001) 

that a fraction of the CO molecules undergo changes in bonding configuration - 

fi'om linear to inclined [47]. The rearrangement of the surface and the minimal 

differences in electronic interaction of alkali metals on the three low Miller ~ndex 

planes suggest that a major determinant of CO bonding is structural. 

This ensemble, or structure effect, is also evident on s~rfaces which do not 
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undergo surface reconstruction. As the additive coverage increases, the number 

of large palladium clusters decreases, favoring less stable bonding configurations 

for the CO. These shifts h~ve been observed in a Ag-Pd alloy by Soma-Noto and 

Sahtler [48]. They found a maximum in the IK bands of linearly bound species 

on a 70% - Pd alloy with a constant decre.~se in bridge bound species. The linear 

bound species had desorption energies ~, 15 kcal/mol lower than the bridge bound 

species. On numerous modified palladium system% a new low temperature CO 

desorption peak grows in at additive coverages between ®= .25 - .45 ( P d ( l l l )  - S, 

P, C1; Pd ( l l 0 )  - S, C1). At low CO exposures, it is possible ~hat the additives force 

the CO into binding configurations accessible only under high CO exposures where 

there is CO crowding. Previous studies on Pd single crystals [49] indicate that 

CO desorption is a first order process, and that  the desorp~ion energy is coverage 

dependent, due to CO - CO interactions. Therefore the shift in peak maximum 

at higher additive coverages could be attributed to these interactions. It does not 

seem that this perturbation is a major factor at low CO exposures. In most cases 

the desorption maximum shifts in diiTering amount relative to the clean surface 

which is dosed with higher CO exposures. 

Another f~ctor supporting s structural interaction of ensemble size effects is the 

cyclotrimerization of acetylene to form benzene. On the potasslum-doped (110) 

surface benzene formation is hindered relative to the clean surface, in contrast to 

the (111) and (100) surfaces where the rate is enhanced by a factor of five. To 

form benzene, three acetylene molecules must be able to bond in close proximity 

to each other. On the (110) restructured surface, the palladium ensemble size has 

diminished to a point where the reaction cannot take place. 

A fourth factor favoring the structure argument is the structur.e sensitivity 

in the CO desorption sh~ft for the additives. Phosphorus on the three surfaces 

induces vastly different CO binding states. On the ( I l l )  surface at low coverages 
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there is a gradual decrease (~ 20 °) i t / the  desorption maximum followed by the 

appearance of a new binding s~.ate (50 ° lower) at phosphorus coverages above (9 -- 

.35, whereas on the (110) surface there is a gradual decrease in the CO maximum 

with increasing phosphorus coverage. If the CO - metal - P interaction were purely 

electronic, s imi]~ trends in the CO trace would be expected (i.e. only shifts, or 

new CO TPD peaks forming on both surfaces) with only the magnitude being 

affected by the metal - phosphorus bonding orbital overlap. 

The CO TPD traces do not undergo any shape changes or broadening as a func- 

tion of additive coverage. This implies that the energies of ~he CO bindifig sites 

are relatively homogeneous at most additive coverages. After the CO molecules 

adsorb on the surface they must disuse to a low energy binding site on the surface. 

On the surface additive systems where new peaks are resolvable, more than one 

binding site is energetically favorable and the activation barrier for diffusion is 

high. Arias e~ aI., using metastabIe quenching spectroscopy, found that  at low CO 

exposures the CO molecules are adsorbed near potassium and at high potassium 

coverages the CO molecules lie flat on the surface or very much tilted from the 

surface normal [50]. The presence of only limited sites is supported by Lhe EELS 

data for the P d ( l l l )  - S svrface, which shows two different binding sites for CO, a 

bridged species intense at low sulfur coverages and a tilted species wl~ch increases 

in intensity with increasing sulfur coverage. These two species have been assigned 

to the high temperature CO desorption (bridged) and low temperature CO des- 

orption (tilted). The tilting may be due to either a sterlc interaction between the 

additive and CO or  an electronic 'bonding' between the CO = orbitals and the 

additive. 

Another effect these surface additives exhibit is the purely steric or site block- 

ing effect. At high CO exposures the amount of CO desorbing decreases with 

increazing addi~.ive coverage. 
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Figure 4.34 shows some of the possible bonding configurations of CO in the 

presence of surface additives which correlate to the experimental results and inter- 

pretations. As seen by these changes in CO chemisorption, the additives modify 

CO bonding both structurally and electronically. 

In the literature there has been extensive study of the long range vs. short range 

interactions of surface additives [51]. The easiest way to discern these effects is to 

study the change in CO binding as a function of additive coverage. If long range 

interactions are dominant there would be a con~,inuous variation in the CO binding 

energy and broad peaks would be detected, since the additive's influence would 

deck'  over numerous CO binding sites. If short range interactions are dominant, 

then only the nearest CO binding states would be effec~.ed and the remaining sites 

would remain unperturbed. In this case CO misht be expected to exhibit discreet 

binding states. Since only a few of the CO TPD traces showed any broadening, 

and in some cases this broadening was due to multiple sites, it can be said that 

the additives exhibit only a short range effect. 

4.3 .4  Effect  o f  Addi t ives  on  H y d r o g e n  :Bonding 

The effect of the surface additives on hydrogen chemisorption on the palladium 

single crystals is very different thml that seen for CO. The amount of hydrogen 

desorbing decreased as the additive concentration increased without changing the 

desorption temperature or activation energy of desorption. On all three surfaces. 

phosphorus, sulfur and chlorine, in that order, decreased the amount of hydro- 

gcn bound to the surface at a given coverage. Since there was no change in the 

desorption temperature this decrease can be attributed to site blocking by the 

additive. However, chlorine, which [or a given coverage had the l~gest effect has 

thc smallest ionic radius. Similar desorption temperatures for hydrogen from the 

clean surface were seen by other groups [4,52.35]. 
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Figure 4.34: This figure shows some of the possible bonding configurations of 
CO in the presence of surface additives. These additives both structurally and 
electronic-ally modify the bonding relative to the clean surface. 
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Hydrogen dissocia~ively adsorbs on palladium and it easily dissolves into the 

bulk [53,54,55]. At room temperature ~he me~.al has the unusual property of 

absorbing 900 ~imes its own volume of hydrogen, possibly forming Pd~H. Most 

likely the additives affect the adsorption process rather than the desorption process 

where the rate determining step is hydrogen recombination. Hydrogen also bonds 

ku the four fold sites that are preferred by the addkives. The additives lower the 

sticking coefficient of hydrogen, with the more electronegative additives having a 

larger effect. This-decrease in the sticking coefficient is due an activated adsorption 

of hydrogen on the surface in a process tha~ invob,'es dissociation. 

4.3.5 P a l l a d i u m -  Si l icon 

In studying the effects of the additives on work function changes, and on CO 

and H2 bonding, I(., P, S, and C1 followed each other, whereas silicon exhibited 

very unique and different effects. For instance, in hydrogen chemisorption on 

the (100) surface ~.here was an increase in the hydrogen chemisorption reiative 

to the clean surface while the other additives decreased the amount of hydrogen 

bonding. In CO bonding, silicon on all three surfaces gradually shifted the des- 

orpfion maximum without forming a new peak. The other additives produced 

more varying features. Also, the decrease in the activation energy of desorption 

did not follow in tlie trends established by the other additives based on el¢ roneg- 

advities. With silicon, unlike any of the other additives, annealing fl - surface, 

changed the work function by .75 eV (closer to clean Pal(t00)), while only slightly 

decreeing the surface concentration as measured by AES. All this evidence of 

silicon's unique behavior suggests that silicon forms a palladium silicide in the 

near-surface region. Surface compound formation has been proposed on other 

systems [21,66,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64]. Pd=Si~ compounds do exis~ and axe very 

stable [65]. The surface compound exhibits very different chemistry than ~ surface 
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only decorated with an additive. 

4.4  C o n c l u s i o n s  

The foUowing list of points summarize the resulLs in studying the effect of additives 

on the surface chemistry oi palladium.single crystals ((111),(100) and (110)). 

• The Pd - Additive bond strength ordering is Na < C1 < K < <  Si < P < S. 

• The additives modify CO bonding through the convolution of both electronic 

and structural interactions with ~he surface and CO. 

• The additives change only tile relative sticking coefficient of hydrogen to the 

surface and do not change the desorption temperature. 

Palladium can form a surface palladium silicide which has different bonding 

properties than would be expected if silicon followed in the trends established 

by the o~her additives. 
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Chapter  5 

P E R O V S K I T E S  

5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Perovskite oxides are a class of compounds which axe important in many areas 

of science and technology due to their physical properties, which include ferro- 

electricity, piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity, magnetism, high temperature super- 

conductivity and electrooptic effects. This class of compounds has the general 

formula AB03, where A is a large ion with a filled d shell and B is a smaller 

transition metal. Figure 5.1 shows the crystal structure of a perovskite with the 

CaTi03 structure. Tetragonal an.d rhombohedral distortions are net uncommon, 

and it has been shown that small changes in structure and composition result in 

large changes in the electronic properties [1,2]. 

0nly in the last sixteen years has there been any interest in these materials as 

catalysts [3]. Most of the catalytic research has centered on developing stable and 

active catalysts for the treatment of automobile exhaust in catalytic converters. 

Cobalt, platinum, ruthenium and manganese type perovskite compounds have 

shown activity in the oxidation of nitric oxide [4]. However their low conversions 

,-u~d scnsitivity ~.o sulfur poisoning limited their application in this field. 

Concurrently there has been interest in producing two carbon oxygeuate tool. 

ccutes from c~rbon monoxide and hydrogen such as ethanol, ethylene glycol and 

148 
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Figure ~.1: Crystal structure of perovskite compounds. 
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acetic acid. Supported rhodium catalysts have shown high activity in forming these 

molecules but the product distribution is very sensitive to the catalyst prepara- 

tion [5,6,7,8,9]. It appears that the chemical state of the rhodium varied widely 

in these different samples. Previous research in our group has centered on mod- 

eling these supported rhodium catalysts with low-surface-area well-characterlzed 

rhodium single crystals and foils [10,11,12]. These studies found that metallic 

rhodium is a stable, but average methanation catalyst. Oxidation prior to a reac- 

tion activated the foil for ethanol formation but tkis surface was unstable in the 

reducing conditions of the CO + H2 reaction. Under the same conditions rhodium 

sesquioxide reduced only slightly and lanthanum rhodate did not reduce. Both of 

these compounds had a relatively high yield of oxygenated (+25%) products. 

The possibility that the perovskite structure could stabilize an oxidized form of 

a metal led us to study this class of compounds in the CO hydrogenation reaction. 

In this chapter the catalytic activity of perovskite compounds LaMO8 (M = Rh, 

Cr, Mn, Co and Fe) is reported and compared to the catalytic behavior of the 

oxidized and reduced metal alone. 

5.2 

5 .2 .1  

R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n  

I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This section presents ind discusses the results obtained in the survey of the lan- 

thanum perovskite compounds La2vfO3 ( lVl = Cr, Mn, Co, R_h, and Fe). The 

powered samples were compressed into a .005 in gold mesh at ~, 25,000 psi. This 

mesh was then spotwelded to a 1 cm 2 .010 in gold foil which in turn was attached 

to the manipulator. All reactions were run at 250°C, 2:1 H2:CO ratio with a total 

pressure of 300 psi (20 atm). 
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5 ,2 .2  C a t a l y t i c  S t u d i e s  

The catalytic activity of first row transition metals in LaMO3 perovskite structures 

was studied in the CO hydrogenation reaction. Figure 5.2 shows normalized prod- 

uct distributions for the five samples. In all cases methane is the major product 

ranging from 95+ mole-percent of the product distribution on LaCrO3 down to 

77 mole percent on LaFeO3. Figure 5.3 shows ~u expanded view of the percentage 

of C2, Ca, C4 and alcohol molecules formed. LaFeO3 produces almost 3 times as 

much ethane and ethylene as any of the other samples and LaCrO3 is virtually 

inactive in forming any products other than methane. All the samples to scu~-~e 

degree catalyze the formation of Cs and C4 hydrocarbons. No larger molecules 

were detected in the reaction loop. LaFeOs, LaCoOs and LaRh03 showed some 

activity in alcohol formation, primarily methanol. 

Table 5.1 summarizes the initial rate of product formation of the lanthanates 

expressed as molecules formed per site-second. Moving from left to right through 

the periodic table it can be seen that the rate of product formation increases: 

LaCrOs> LaMnOs> LaFeOs> LaCoO3--- LaRhO3. The differences in activity are 

tremendous and span 2 orders of magnitude. This shows that the metal (Cr, Mn, 

Fe, Co and Rh) both the selectivity and activity of the catalyst. The role of the 

lanthanum oxide cannot be elucidated from the data, but it might be either a 

structural support, a promoter providing a mixed catalytic site with the metal, or 

it may keep the metal in an oxidized state. 

From CO chemisorption results, Cr and Mn dissociatively bond CO whereas Co 

and Rh e.~hibit CO bonding where there is some dissociation followed by recom- 

bination and desorption. Cr and Mn, in general, irreversibly bind hydrocarbons 

whereas Rh forms weaker bonds which leads to less decomposition [13l. On the 

samples with lower rates such as LaCrO3 and LaMnO3, a large ca~'bon concentra- 

tion w~ detected after the reaction. This suggests that during the reaction the 
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Figure 5.2: Product distribution in the CO hydrogenation reaction for the per- 
ovskites LaRh03, LRMnC3, LaCoO3, LaFe03 and L~tCr03. 
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C m p d .  I R e a c t i o n  P r o d u c t  

I \ 'Iethane [ Ethane I Ethylene. I C3 C4 COH 

LaCrO3 

LaMnOs 

LaFeOs 

LaCo03 

LaR.h03 

5.8x10 -4 

1.2x 10 -3 

6.7xI0 --~ 

9.5x10-= 

6.9 x I0 -2 

5.1x10 -s 

1.3x10 -4 

7.2x10 -4 

4.7x10 -3 

5.3x10 -3 

9.1x I0  -B 

1.6X10 -~ 

6.4 x 10 -4 

3 .2x I0  -3 

3.0xlO -3 

2.2 x 10 -s 

3.6x10 -a 

9.6 x 1 0  -4 

1.5 x 10 -3 

3.9 x 10 -3 

1.6xI0 -5 

4.6x10 -5 

4.4x10 -4 

3.8 x 10 .3 

1.6x10 --~ 

m 

4.x10 -s 

1 .x l0  -4 

2. X 10 .4  

Table 5.1: Rate of hydrocarbon formation (molecules/site-see) on perovskite com- 
pounds at 250°C, 20 arm. 

surface sites were quickly blocked by dissociated CO and hydrocarbons, and that 

the reaction probably proceeded on the metal and not on a carbon overlayer. 

5.2.3 X P S  R.esults 

XPS studies were done to probe the oxidation state of the perovskite surface 

before and after reactions, to determine the catalytically active species. Table 5.2 

summarizes the 3d peak positions before and v£ter reactions. In all four samples 

studied (LaCr03, LaFeO3, LaCoO3 and LaRh03), the metal was initially in a high 

oxidation state (+3) and during the reaction was reduced to the +1  state. This 

reduction occurred over a period of approximately 15 - 30 minutes after the start of 

the reaction. None of the samples reduced to the metallic (0) state even after 5 - 6 

hours of reaction time. Without the lanthanum oxide matrix, the metals reduce to 

the metallic state. The perovskite lattice stabilized a slightly oxidized metal. No 

change in peak position was detected for lanthanum. Figure 5.4 shows a typical full 

scan obtained for a sample bcfoze and after reactioa. Studies on other perovskite 

compounds (LaMnOa, BaTi03, LaCo03, SrTiOa, Lal_~Sr~Co03) report that the 
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C o m p o u n d  B i n d i n g  EnergT" (eV) 
Before Reaction After Reaction 

LaCr03 

LaFe03 

LaCo03 

LaRh03 

576.5 

709.5 

779.5 

309.5 

575.0 

707.0 

778,8 

307.8 

Table 5.2: XPS binding shifts for the perovskite compounds befoze and after 
reactions• 

B metal can be reduced only at temperatures over 400°C and that this metai/ic 

species was slightly active in hydrocarbon hydrogenation and oxidation reactions 

[14,15,16,!7]. 

5 . 2 . 4  L a l ~ h O ~  

The product accumulation curve (Figure 5.5) shows methane as the major product. 

Figure 5.6 shows an expansion of the longer (> CI) hydrocarbon product accu- 

mulation curve. Ethylene, C3 and C4 show a steady state rate for over 6 hours 

of" reaction time whereas the rate of ethane formation and that of the alcohols 

decreases after 4 - 5 hours. Interestingly, ethanol formation is initially negligible, 

but after 2 hours the rate increases and is only slightly less than that of ethylene. 

Ethanol is detected approximately the same time as the rate of ethane formation 

dccremcs and also after 6 - 7 hours when the ethane production starts to level 

off so docs the ethanol production. Ethane may possibly oxidize to form ethanol• 

For all the hydrocarbons, the reaction rate was positive order in CO and negative 

• order in hydrogen. 

Oxidation of the catalyst sample (1 arm, 500°C) increased ethanol formation, 
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Figure 5.4: A full scan XPS spectra for LaRh03, after a reaction. 
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Figure 5.5: Product accumulation curve for LaRhO3, with methane as the major 
product. Most products are produced for over 5 hours of reaction time. 
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Figure 5.6: Expansion of the product accumulation curve for the longer hydrocar- 
bons (> Cl) over LalZ.h03. 
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suppressed methanol £orrnation, and lowered methane formation By ,,, 9-0% (Fig- 

ure 5.7). The effect of preoxidation on the other hydrocarbons was minimal. 

Studies on the catalytic activity of lanthanum rhodate yielded results quite 

dii~'erent than previously reported by ~Vatson e~ al. [12]. They reported an 80 wt% 

yield of oxygenated products for the CO hydrogenation reaction at temperatures 

in the range of 225-375°C at 6 arm. In this study we find only a 5 - 9 ,,vt% yield of 

oxygenates for a similar temperature range and only slightly higher pressures (20 

arm). In both their study and ours, the rate of methane and methanol formation 

vary independently of the formation rate of the other products. This implies that 

the formation of methanol and methane are occuring by different mechanisms. 

XPS characterization of LaE/-~O~ showed that the initially oxidized (+3) rho- 

dium surface reduced to a +1 state during the reaction (Figure 5.8). Being bonded 

in the lanthanum oxide matrix kept the rhodium from being completely reduced. 

After a reaction, cleaning by Ar + sputtering and by UHV oxidation (5 × 10 .8 

torr O=, 400°C) ~he rhodium did not become completely oxidized. Only. a 1 atm 

treatment with oxygen accomplished this oxidation. 

From these results and other studies on rhodium~ it can be concluded tha~ 

methane formson metallic or only slightly oxidized ( 0 --, +1) rhodium with a dif- 

ferent mechanism than the other hydroa~bons. Ethanol forms on a more oxidized 

( +1 ~ +3) surface, which the perovskite structure can stabilize under reaction 

conditions. Other than stabilizing oxidized rhodium, the role of the lanthanum 

is not well understood. It may also provide mixed inteffacial binding sites for 

hydrocarbon formation, similar to the role of oxide overlayers on palladium (see 

Ch~pt. 3). 

An important result of this work is that the perovski~.e compounds exhibit vary- 

ing catalytic behavior which is criUcally dependent on the preparation method. 

We may have produced a different surface composi~.ien th,-m Watson e~ al. by 
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Figure 5.8: XPS spectrs of LaRh03 before and after reaction. The rhodium is 
reduced from the +3 state but not completely to the metallic state. 
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pressing our sample into the gold mesh at high pressures rather than drying a wet 

slurry onto gold foil. The preparation method affects the surface s~oichiometry 

and structure and thereby changes the catalytic behavior. The major difficulty 

in studying these perovskite compounds is the inhomogeneity of the surface and 

the difficulty in reproducibly forming a sample with the same surface composition. 

This was shown by the scatter in the initial rate studies. The ease of preparation 

and the large number of metals which can be incorporated into the perovsk_ite 

lattice make this area of solid state chemistry and catalysis and important field 

for developing tailored stable catalysts. 

5.3 Conclusions 

The following points summarize the results obtained in this survey of the catalytic 

activity of perovskite compounds (LaM03). 

• Catalytic activity increases from left to right in the periodic table ( Cr > 

Mn > Fe > Co ,,- R.h). 

• The major product is methane for all samples. 

• LaFeO3 had a higher percentage of longer hydrocarbons in the product dis- 

tribution. 

• All the perovsklte compounds reduced to the +1 state during the reaction. 

For the LaRh03 samples studied: 

• Alcohol formation does not need Rh +a since catalytic activi~.y remained con- 

stant for over 3 hours, even though XPS showed that the metal had been 

reduced to Rh +l. 

• Reoxidation of the sample (1 atm 02,450°C) increased the rate of ethanol 

formation and suppressed methanol formation. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS 

This thesis research has studied the role of surface additives on the catalytic activ- 

ity and chemlsorption properties of palladium single crystals and foils. In partic- 

ular, the effect of sodium, potassium, silicon, phosphorus, sulfur and chlorine on 

the bonding of carbon monoxide and hydrogen and on the cyclotrimerizahion of 

acetylene on the (111), (100) and (110) faces of palladium was s~udied in addition 

to the role of TiO2 and SiO= overlayers deposited on palladium foils in the CO 

hydrogenation reaction. 

The surface characterization and catalytic reactions were performed in a com- 

bined ultra-high vacuum/high pressure chamber equipped with the standard sur- 

face analytical techniques. This chamber also included a new high pressure isola- 

tion cell mounted inside the chamber capable of attaining pressures of 1800 psi. 

On palladium, only in the presence of oxide overlayers (TiO=, SiO=) are methane 

or methanol formed from CO and H2. Themaximum rate of methane formation 

is attained on .a palladium foil where 30% of the surface is covered with titania. 

Methanol formation can be achieved only if the TiO=/Pd surface is pretrea~ed in 50 

psi of oxygen at 550°C prior to the reaction. Carbon monoxide TPD showed a new 

high temperature shoulder on the 200°C CO/Pd desorption peak on the T i O J P d  
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surface which is not present on clean Pd. Pretreating the TiO=/Pd surface in 

oxygen led to an additional high temperature (425°C) binding site. The titania 

overlayers stabilized the palladium oxide relative to the clean and silica covered 

surfaces in the presence of hydrogen. The TPD and XPS results and the reaction 

rate studies suggest that methane forms on a stable mixed TiOz/Pd site whereas 

methanol, which is produced only during the first few minutes of the reaction, 

forms on an unstable heavily oxidized TiO~/Pd surface. Sub. sequent work should 

l~e geared towards fully probing the active site and mechanism for methanol syn- 

thesis. From the results of this research it can be seen that an oxidized palladium 

ion is necessary, for methanol formation and possibly the presence of lanthanum 

oxide or other oxide will stabilize this form of palladium. 

The additives (Na, K, Si, P, S, ~ C1) affect the bonding of CO and hydrogen and 

the cyclotrimerization of acetylene to benzene by both structural and electronic 

interactions. The structural interaction is seen by the structure sensitive bonding 

of CO on additive doped surfaces. Two examples exe: (1) increasing K coverage on 

Pd ( l ! l )  increases the CO desorption temperature whereas on the Pd(110) surface 

the desorption maximum shifts to lower temperature, (2) the differences in CO 

bonding on phosphorus covered Pd ( l l l )  (new peaks) and Pd(100) (slight shift in 

CO desorption maximum). Surface reconstruction, changes in palladium ensemble 

size ,and site blocking are some of the structural changes induced by the additives. 

The electronic interaction involves the donation or withdrawal of electron density 

based on the electronegativites of the additives relative to palladium. In general, 

the electron donating additives increase the desorption temperature of CO and 

increase the rate of acetylene cyclot.rimerization and the electron withdrawing 

additives decrease the desorption temperature of CO and decrease the rate of" 

benzene formation from acetylene. Further information on the role of additives 

can be obtained by expanding this study to different reactions and probing the 
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bonding of small molecules using a variety of surface sensitive techniques. 

The pe.rovskite compounds (LaOr0a, LalvIaOs, LaFe03, LaCo03 and LaRh03) 

axe active catalysts in the CO + H2 reaction producing methane, Ca, Ca and 

alcohols. The catalytic activity increases moving from left to right in the peri- 

odic table (Cr>Mn>Fe>Co,,,tLh) '-:ith LaFe)a producing the larges~ percentage of 

larger hydroc.arbons (>C1). The primary role of the lanthanum o~ide matrix was 

in stabilizing the metal in a slightly oxidized (+1) state, which is most likely the 

act, i~,'e site for alcohol synthesis. Subsequent research in thls field should study the 

effect of catalyst preparation on the surface composition, structure and catalytic 

activity. 

In order to fully characterize and understand auy surface chem_ical phenomena, 

a wide variety of analytical techniques must be employed. No single technique will 

answer the myriad of questions bu~. a combination of numerous t~echniques may well 

accomplish this goal. The two techniques which would yield the largest amoun~ 

and least ambiguous information in st.udying the oxide and additive covered pal- 

ladium systems and the perovsldtes are listed below. 

Vibra t ional  Spectroscopy EELS or Infra-red Reflection Absorption Spectros- 

copy (iRRAS) would accurately determine the CO and hydrocarbon bonding 

configurations in tee presence of the adatoms. The development; of an in situ 

high pressure Ill cell to monitor the surface species during a reaction would 

be extremely valuable. This capability would make it easier to determine 

reaction intermediates and mechanisms without having to infer from UHV 

measurements. 

Scanning Tunnel ing Microscopy Tiffs relatively new technique which cart im- 

age surfaces on dxe atomic scale holds great promise in determining the 

bi~:ding sites of adatoms and the growth mechanisms of overl~vers. With 

this information the type and quantity of active catalytic surface sites can 
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be determined. 

Other techniques include Surface Enhanced X-ray Absorption F:,ne Structure (SEX- 

AFS), Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SEvlS). 

The goal in studying surface additives is not just to understand their role 

in specific catalytic systems, but to establish trends and generalized rules for 

catalysis. Future work should ukimately enhance the predictive po<ver of surface 

science and c~talysis and move the field from an art to a science. 



Appendix  A 

HIGH P R E S S U R E  C E L L  

This appendix has some pictures and a blueprint of the new high pressure isolation 

cell developed for studying catalytic reactions. 

F igu re  A.1 Top view of the disassembled components of the high pressure iso- 

lation cell. Counterclockwise .. 10 inch bottom flange with 4 mirfi-conflat 

flanges for connections to gases, pumping and water; 3 inch flange for bottom 

of outer housing; outer-housing; top of housing and connection for bayonet 

mount; flange for piston; high pressure cell; assorted o-rings and piston seals; 

piston; washer; mount for cell.onto 10 inch cell; stainless steel bulkhead and 

sample holder; spring to force piston up. 

F igu re  A.2 Picture of components arranged in order they would be ~sembled. 

The piston seal is attached to groove on the piston which is inserted into the 

bottom of the cell. The spring and washer are inserted around bottom of the 

pistca and above the flange which is bolted to the high pressure cell. The 

bottom of the piston, which goes through the flange attached to the cell, is 

bolted to another flange which is bolted to the outer housing (not shown). 

This unit sits on a small pedestal which is attached to the bottom fl,'mge. 

FigUre A.3 Side view of the high pressure cell. On the cell ( i to r) the con- 

nections are for differentia pumping, cooling jacket water in. cooling jacket 
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water out to bottom jacket, reactant gas in, reuctan~ gas out, nitrogen line 

for pressurizing piston, cooling jacket water in from top jacket, cooling jacket 

water outs differential pumping for volume below piston. ~ 

Figure A.4 Top view showing dove-tail grooves for viton o-rings which are the 

sealing surface for the manipulator against the cell. The difl~erentia] pumping 

• hole can be seen in the middle groove in the side where the lines are attached 

to the cell. 

F igure  A.5 View of the stainless steel bulkhead with thermocouple and electrical 

feedttiroughs welded in. The four teeth of the manipulator are grabbed in 

the bayonet mount (right) attached to the outer housing. 

Figure  A.6 View of outer housing and bayonet mount. The housing was ma- 

chined to minimize mass. 

Figure  A.7 Close up view of piston assembly used through which the nitrogen 

pulls down the outer housing sealing the manipulator against the o-rings of 

the high pressure cell. 

F igure  A.8 Assembled high pressure cell. 

F igure  A.9 Assembled high pressure cell. 

F igure  A.10 Blueprint of the manipulator and high pressure cell. 
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Figure A. 1: 

XBB 874-3321 
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Figure A.2: 
XBB 874-3318 
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Figure A.3: 

XBB 874-33]9 
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Figure A.G: 

XBB 874-332fI 
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Figure A.8: 
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Appendix B 

CURVE FITTING 
ALGORITHM 

The algorithm and progrm'n listing (RPLOT)  1 to fit gausslan peaks for the XPS 

peaks is presented below. 

Known: fi, gi, hi (functions) where i is index to points 

Find: a. b, c 

So that  ei ~ a f i +  bg..- + ch~ 

whcre e~ arc the experimental data points. 

~3o0 Minimize error: f = ~i=o [ei - (aft  q- bgi -t- chi)] 2 = E e2 

with rcspcct to unknowns a, b and c. 

Three equations: 

300 

O{ = 2Z(e~+af~_bg ~ ch~)(-f¢) 0 
~C/ i=0 

0~ ~uo 

= 2 ~"~(ei + a f i  - bgi - c h ~ ) ( - g ; )  = 0 
Ob i=o 

IGraphics and dat,'t manipulation program developed by Craig G. Shacfer, RoMan,l Institute 
of Science, Cambridge, MA 
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OA= 
Oc 

Work out three equations: 

300 

2 ~ ,  (e~ + a f,- - hal - c h d  ( - h d  = 0 
i=0  

300 300 300 300 

i=0  /=0  i=0 /=0  
300 300 300 300 

i =0  i=0 i=0 i = 0  
3OO 300 300 300 

'~ E s,h, + b E ~,h, + ~ E h7 = E ~h, 
i=0  /=0 i=0 i=O 

In matrix form: 

E f ioi E g? E hm~ b = E em~ 
Eflhi Eg&i Eh~ c Ee~hl 

h,I A = If 

A = M -I K 

Program Listing for RPLOT: 

MAN CAL "'(I/($BI*2.4))*EXP(-I*(X-$XI)**2/(2*($BI**2)))" 

.qAN COP W V 

MAN POW W 2. 

MAN INT %%: TO U 

SET VAR "$" rt I UIII 

TO W 

MAN CAL "(1/($B2*2.4))*EXP(-l*(X-$X2)**2/C2*($B2**2)))': TO Z 

MAN COP Z U 

MAN POW Z 2. 

M A N I N T Z T O W  

SET VAR "'8"" 1t 2 w i n  
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MAN CAL "(1/($BI'~2.4))*EXP(-I*(X-$X1)**2/(2*($BI**2)))" TO W 

MAN CAL "(1/($B2*2.4))*EXP(-l*(X-$X2)**2/(2*($B2**2)))" TO Z 

MAN MUL W Z TO Z 

MAN INT Z TO W 

SET VAR "$" R 3 W l l l  

183 

MAN CAL "(1/($BI*2.4))*EXP(-I*(X-$XI)**2/(2*($BI**2)))" TO W 

MAN MUL W Y TO W 

MAN INT W TO V 

SET VAIl "$" 1% 4 V111 

MAN CAL "(1/($B2*2.4))*EXP(-I*(X-$X2)* 2],(2"($B2"'2))) TO Z 

MAN MUL Z Y TO Z 

MAN INT Z TO V 

SET VA19. "$" R 5 V l l l  

CAL 

$$1=$R1 

$$2=$R2 

$$3=$B.3 

$$4=$R4 

$$5=$R5 

$ T I - - I * ( $ R 4  * $R2 - $i3.5 * $I~3)/($R3"'2 - $R1 * $R2) 

$T2= ($R4 * ,%'R3 - $R5 * SR1)/($R3**2 - SR1 * $R2) 

E 
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MAN CAL "(1/($BI*2.4))*EXP(-I*(X-$X1)**2/(2*($BI**2)))" TO W 

MAN SCA W ST1 TO W 

M.~N C.~L (t/($B_ _.4)) EX~(-1 (X-*X_) _/(_ ($B_ 2))) ¢O Z 

MAN SCA Z $T2 TO Z 

MAN ADD W Z TO U 

SYM + 

PLO X W 

SYM * 

PLO X Z 

SYM LIN 

PLO X U 

SYM DOT 

PLO 

LOG OFF 
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